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Wolfgang Gudat
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Considerable progress in the tecknique miaros<~topy uith soft x-ray

radiation has been aeihisved in partikular through the apptioation

of Synchrotron radiation, Various methods uhi.ah are aur-rently being

studisd theoi-eliaally o? alreadij being used practically will be

desafibed briefly, Attention in fotmased on the method of contact

mieroscovy. Various biologiaal specimens have been inüestigaled by

this method 'jith a resolution äs (jood äs 100 %. X-ray lithography

ahick in the teahniaal p?oeedur& is vsry swiilar to aontaoi mic.ro-

scopy gives prondse for the fabriaation of high quality submisron

stvnctuTßB in el&ut-ponia deviae pvoduetion. Important fatiiors

limiting the Resolution and determir.ing the performance of contacT

microsoopy and z-pay lithography will be disctuseed.

Introduction

Mure than sixty years ago Cnby1 used x-rays to expost a photographit: emulsion

with a specimen placed in front of it. A f t e r Development he vieued the f i lm in*

an optical microscope. This was the beginning of x-ray microscopy. In the

following years Gnby's tec.hnique nf conCact microradiography or contact s-ray

microscopy has been improved by several workers2 '3 . In addition, various alter-

native metnods have been explored to obtain magnif ied images directly Wlth

x-rays by using e.g. projection techniques and grazing incidence mirror aptics.z*3

But unLil recently11 the rcsolution obtained uith all methods has not been better

than that ot a good optical microscope, in which the resolution is limited by

diff ract ion effer . ts . Keverthcl css, x—ray mic.roscopy has been used considerably

in biological and medical reseacch and to a certain extent in metallography.2>3

The main reasons were large penetr;ition depth nf x-rays and image CünLras t , in

comparison to optical microscopy» uhich enabled the study of internal structures

and the deterainaLiun of elüniental uorapositioii of ubjects.

Obviously, the shortcomings of the early microscopy studies were due to poor

resolution and sensitivity of the x-ray detectors, intcnsity and collimation of

x-ray sources and the use of optical microseopes for inspection. In the last

ycars considerable progress in microscopy techniques with soft x-ray radiat ion

has been achievcd n n particular through the application of high brightness Syn-

chrotron radiation, high resolution photosensitive resist materials and scanning

clcctron microseopes. In this paper various luethods4"! which are currently being

studied theoretically or alrcady being nsed practically will be decribed br ief ly .

Attention is focussed on the method of contact microscopy and its poss ib i l i t j es

and limitations will be discussed. In a t.hird section we discuss some aspects

of x-ray l i thography which in the general technical procedure is very s imi la r

to contact microscopy, but which was established äs an important step in micro-

electronic device f a h r i cat u :n . J J ~ 1 5



Microscopy with soft x~ra_y_s

The attenuation of sof t x-rays with waveler.gth of about 5 A to 100 A in matter

is almost cumpletely due to photoabsorption and is thus described by Lambert-

Beer's luw, namely,

1 = 1 exp(-ad) = I exp(-ü/:;-: jd),

where I is the intensity of the unattenuated bearn, while T is the iutt'iisity

transmitted tbrough matter of density p, thickriess d and linear absorption

coefficient <i. Figure l shows the linear absorptiun cnefficicnt a of some highly

absorbing ;md some weakly absorbing materials16.-7 äs a function of wavelength.

Für organic materials the inverse of a, the penetration depth of the radiation,

is typically longer than raicronieuir, whereas in metals with high atomic number

the penetration depth is typically smaller than one tenth of micrometer. Since

the contrast in soft x-ray raicroscopy is determined by the absorbed intensity,

the preferred wavelength ränge for high tiontrast of a given specimen thickness

d is clearly in the ränge A > 10 R. CUiarly, for highest resolution work with

very thin specimens the longer wavelength ränge has also tu be considered. Its

tunability, high intensity and extreme collimaticm makes sync-.hrotron radiation

to a favourable light sonrce in this wavelengLh ränge. The peak power of a storage

ring with an electron energy of about 350 MeV and Standard magnetic field is

emitted at about 10 A and falls off smoothly tu longer wavelengths.

Varitms methods for microscopy with Synchrotron radiation have been introduced

since 1972. They can be subdivided into twci Blasses; naraely into a class which

ailows "real-time microscopy" at a moderate resolution (but still better than

with light microscopy) and a class, uhich gives potentially the highest resolu-

tion in a non-real-time mode. To the furnier belong the techniques o£ scanning

inicroscopy,5'6 the application of mirror optics7 and of Fresnel zone plates.8.'1

To the latter belong x-ray holographylü.11 and contact microscopy.4'!?

Figure 2 depicLs the Ltiuhnique of scanning microscopy according l_o Horowitz and

Howeli . Synchrotron radiation with wavuJengths !> A to 25 A is focussed onto a

"2 um pinhole" in a gold absorber. The hole determines a radiation beam which

passes thruugh the specimen which is mounted on a. x,y-transducer sample holder

combination. Gasfilled proportional uounLers surrtiunding thts b^am axis detecL

the characteristic fluorescent soft x-rays eroitted by the specimen. Thus the

samplt is investigated one point at a time, while being moved in a x-y raster

pattern perpendicular to the beam axis. The resolution obtained with metallic

gr id.y äs sfimp l es currespimd.s tu L he diameter tif the pinhole; i.e. 2 |im. Hole

sizes with submicron diameters seem feasible, although they nave to be made in

material sufficiently thick to attenuate incident x-rays by many crde.rs ot ma^-

nitude. As a consequence the angular acceptance of the Synchrotron light becomes

very small, which implies a strong decrease in signal to noise ratio of the

detection System. To avoid this probleus Spiller1-1 sug^ests to use high quality

mirror optics to obtain directly a focal spot of size about 500 A. SimilarLy,

Schmahl and cowokers^ want to use Fresnel zone plates äs focussing elemeTits in

connection with the scanning mechanism.

There ia one important advantage wiLh scauning microscopy techniques in contrast

t o the o t her methods and t ha t i s in connection with radiation d.image which i s

the most severe problem for all high resolution microscopy of living obji-.cts.

The investigation of living specimeny, e.g. embedded in a wet atmosphere between

highly transparent films, is certainly one of the major goals for microsc.opists.

For a mininium radiation damage of a biological specimen the x-ray detector bc.hii-.d

it should have a quantum ef f ici eiic.y äs high äs possible, ideally 100 ™. There is

a general condition which states that any detector requires a certain energy

density per resolution elernent for its ai:tivation. This inplies that a detector

for scanning microscopy, where spaLia l resolution is not required, most likely

has a mueli higher sensitivity than a detector being used for microscopy techniques



where high spati.il resolution is a necessity. In this conttxL it is inLeres t ing

tu note that recent model calculations1^ of the radiation dosage levels to biolo-

gical spücimens in the i r natura l s täte have shown that. these l evel s are louer

in a suboptical regime when specimens are exposed to soft x-rays than to high

energetic: electrons in an el ectron microscope.

Niemann, [tudolph and Schmahl- have built the f i rs t imaging microscope for sof t

x-ray Synchrotron rad ia t ion using zone plates äs imaging optical elements. In

t h f c i r systern a holographically m a de zone plate {diamotor D=5 nnn and 2600 zones)

goTieraLes at a wavelength of '16 A a reduced image of the radiation source in Lhc

object plane. A Tnagnified image (15 x) of the object is directly obtained via a

second microzone plate and recorde.d on high resolution phuLograph ic material.

With a resolution of about 0.4-0.5 um pictures of algae, cotton f ibres G and 3T3

mou.se cells in their living state ''have been obtained. With improved zone plates

operatiitg in the 3ri^ diffraction order, one hopes to achievt a resolution in the

order of 500 A. Haelbich and Kunz7 studied an imaging microscope for the wavülcngth

ränge of about 50 - 100 A which is based cn a c.niK-.eiitru: niirror System (so called

Schwarzschild objective) working at near normal incidence in order to avoid the

image distortions inhereut in grazing incidence optics,2 '13 However, progress in

multilayer f i lm deposit ion2 0>^ is required in order to achieve the necessary

high ref lect ivi ty of the optical componeuts-

In holography both, the amplitude and the phase of a wave pattcrn of an object

are recorded on a photographic plate by nieans of interference of coherent waves,

A three dimensional Information on the original object can be reconstructed from

the hologram i.e., the developed photo plate, by a simple projection technique

with coherent light. If the light sources for recording and for reconstruction

have different uavelength a direct magnification is obtained in proportion to

the r a i i o öl u h e wauelengths. In f i r s t demonstration cxpcrimt-nts w i th monochro-

raatized Synchrotron radia i ion (>.=60 A) Aoki and Kikuta13 succeeded in taking a

pi t - .Cure of a s L i t s y s t e m with a direct magnif ication of 158. llsing Al K radiation

x-ray holograms ni i-.l-.emJcal f ibers w i th dimensions of 2 jm have been recorded.

To date the advantages of x-ray h n l o g r a p h y , namely, no resolution l imi ta t ion due

to d i f trac.t iou e f f e c t s and three dimensional pictures öl an ohject at at time,

have not been explo iLed.

C^üiitact Microscopy

In c f i T i L r a a L to most of the nicrosccpy techniques describcd above f ü r cuntact mi-

croscopy no cptical cotr.ponf.inL i s, r e q u i r e d between the light source and the spe-

cimen and the detector, respectively. Figurc 3 Schemat i cally shows the arrange-

nHi:iL f ü r contact niicroscopy. A highly polished silicon Substrate is coated with

a thin f i lm of organic p o l y m e r . T h i s resist f i l m acts äs a high resolution x-ray

sensitive detector, because the polymer is mod i f i ed by ahsorbed radiation in such

a way L h a L i n a subsequent development process exposed regiere are dissolved much

more strongly than uncxpostid rt igions. Spec imens are placed on top of the resist

and are exposed to soft x-rays. A replica in rel i t i i of the specimen's optical

density is therefore obtained at a 1 : 1 magn i f i c a t i on v i a the development proce-

dure (see part 11 of f ig. 3). The magnification of the replica is mnst easily

obtained with a stiatiniiig electron niicroscope (SEM), thereby exploiting the large

depth of focus of the SEM. Since polymers are non-conductors one has to metal l ize

the resist pattern in order to avoid charging during Lhe SEH work.

We have investigated various biological spec imeus^ i^»^> : by means of contact

niicroscopy using Synchrotron radiation of the DESY-synchrotron. Our experiments

were performed in evacuated sample chambers which were located at two d i f ferent

beamlines at a distance of about UQ m from the source point. In a "direct beam-

line" the samples could be exposed to the f ü l l spectrum of Synchrotron radiation



o£ DESY running at energies 3 to 7 GeV. In a second beam line we used a 4°

grazing incidence mirror with a gold coating äs a short wavelength cut-off

element {about 20 - 25 A depending on surface condition) in order to avoid

exposure with such wavelengths which produce only very weak contrast. Figures

4a-4c show soft x-ray replicas of diatoms in PMMA resist (polymethyl metha-

crylate-used here) obtained at the 4° beam with typical expoaure tiroes o£ about

10 minutes. These pictures" already demonstrate that structural details of

1000 A width or less are reproduced. It is of course desirable to extend micro-

scopy Studies towards an examination af biological specimens with soft x-ray ra-

diation of different, well defined wavelength. As a first Step towards that di-

rection we studied critically point dried heart of chick embryo cells23 with Syn-

chrotron radiation with an effective wavelength ränge of about 25 - 45 A and in

addition with carbon K radiation211. The two replicas which are reproduced in

Fig. 5 in fact, show differences which are tenCatively explained in terms of ele-

ment distribution within the heart of chick embryo cells being picked up due to

the wavelength dependence of the atomic absorption cross aections. Further de-

tails are discussed by McGowan et al.23. The high resolution capabilities of soft

x-ray contact microscopy are demonstrated with Fig. 6 which shows a replica ob-

tained from a thin plastic embedded section of frog retinaL pigment epithelium

upon exposure with wide band pass Synchrotron radiation.12 A moderate resolution

SEM has been used to obtain the structures of Fig. 6a. In contrast a high reso-

lution low-loss SEM25 micrograph (Fig. 6b), taken from the same resist replica,

shows details in the order of 100 8 even on a single melanin granule, that were

completely obliterated in Fig. 6a. Apparently a resolution of about 100 S has

been obtained.

What is the ultimate resolution attainable with contact microscopy? We want

to analyse this question somewhat more generally than is required for micro-

scopy since very similar arguments also hold for lithography which is briefly

discussed in the last section.

Resolution and contrast^

Several factors determine the resolution of which some are wavelength dependent

whereas others are not. The importance of a high resolution SEM for the resist

inspection has already been pointed out (Fig. 6). At present the resolution of

the SEM seems to be limited soraewhat near to 20 A. Another wavelength independent

effect is due to the grain-size of the metallization. For Standard coating ma-

terials e.g. Au, Pd or Au-Pd alloys, it lies between 30 and 50 A.26 In fact,

there is a certain probability that the smallest structures with dimensions

""50 A to be seen in Fig. 6b migbt be due to grains.'3 There are two possible

geometrical effects giving rise to a distortion of the shadowgraph of an object.

The first is penumbral blurring (<5p) due to the finite size of the x-ray source

(s). This effect is negligible small (äp< 10 A) if Synchrotron radiation is used,

äs seen from the relation 6p = s't/D, where t is the distance object-wafer and

T is the distance source-object. The second effect is due to non-normal incidence

of the x-rays onto the sample. However, it has only to be considered for litho-

graphy application, where it can be made sufficiently small.13-15

More importan.t than the above effects are the wavelength dependent effects and'

the behavior of the resist material which shall now be discussed. The two effects

which in all practical cases determine the attainable resolution, are diffrac-

tion of the soft x-rays and the ränge of the hot photoelectrons that are pro-

moted in elementary absorption events. Figure 8 shows one micrometer wide struc-

tures of bubble meraory devices which have been obtained with x-ray lithography

using undispersed Synchrotron radiation.15 The distance t between the wafer and

the object which is here called: "raask", purpusely was chosen to be 0.5 mm and

l nnn in Fig. 8b and 8c, respectively, in order to enhance diffraction effecte.

Clearly, these diffraction effecte are vieible in Figs. 8b and 8c. With intimate

contact between sample and resist, diffraction takes place only in the thickness

of the sample itself and the thickness of the photoresist film. In order to in-
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vestigate the resolutton Imitation of this case one would have to solve an

extreraely complicated diffraction problem. For simplicity we consider the case

of an opaque edge intersecting a soft x-ray beam which at best holds for the

edge of a specimen. Fresnel diffraction theory27 gives for the distance of the

1/2
first local intensity maximum x = ( t ' X ) with t beirig the distance between the

object (specimen or mask) and wafer. In Fig. 9 we have plotted 0.5 x for various

distances t äs a function of wavelength. The factor 0.5 is taken to approxiraately

include the dissolution characteristic of the PMMA resist. Figure 9 showa that

intimate contact between a thin specimen and the resist is needed for very high

resolution work. On the other hand, for a lot of specimens it would be useful to

have a protective thin plastic f i lm between the specimens and the resist which

could be reraoved before the development procedure.

Hot electrons in matter have a certain penetration ränge until they have lost

their initial kinetic energy. This ränge increases strongly with electron energy.28

Since the resist is "exposed" by bond breaking processes of hot electrons being

created in the primary photoabsorption events or in subsequent Auger processes,

the ratige of those electrons determines the ultimate resolution attainable with

a polymer resist such äs PMMA.2 8»2 9 Figure 8 also shows the ränge of hot elec-

trons in PMMA äs a function of the wavelength of the exciting x-rays. In addition

to the calculated curve31 three experimental data points16 are included which have

been connected by the dashed line. Considering wavelength independent e f fec ts ,

d i f f rac t ion effects and the ränge of electrons, Fig. 8 teils us that the wave-

length ratige for best resolution of about 50 A is likely around X -v 20 to 40 A.

Fortunately, the spectral eensitivity of PMMA is also very high in this wavelength

Wat t
ränge. Thig can be seen from Fig. 9, where the absorbed power (in } is plotted

cm 8

äs a funct ion of wavelength according to

W(A) = I (X) • a,,,.,, exp(-ad)
o PMMA

I (X) is the incident flux (in Watt/cm 8, including the spectral power distri-

bution of the Synchrotron radiation of DESY operating at 3.5 GeV), apMMA is tne

linear absorption coefficient of PMMA and a and d are the linear absorption co-

efficient and the thickness of either PMMA or any other filter material inter-

secting the radiation. Curve a. of Fig. 9 corresponds to the power density at

the top of the resist, whereas curve b(c) corresponds to the power density in a

depth of 0.5 lim (1.0 um) of PMMA. Thus the integral between curves a and b gives

the total absorbed power density per time intervall in a 0.5 pm thick layer of

PMMA. The power density behind various filters is given by curves d to g. Figure 10

shows how the total exposure P (i.e. the power density absorbed in the whole wave-

length ränge tiraes the exposure time) is related to the dissolution rate R of PMMA

resist in different developer Solutions of MIBK {methylisobutylketone) and IPA

(isopropanole). With incrcasing exposure the dissolution rate increases non-

linearly. We obtain a rate of about 10 000 8/min at an exposure of 5000 J/cm

in a (3:1) developer solution.'5 This has to be compared to the rate of about

130 A/min of an unexposed resist. The very high contrast factor y^3.5 which corre-

sponds to the slope of the steepest curve makes PMMA the excellent topographical

recording medium in contact microscopy äs well äs in lithography. If we assume,

for example, that a metallised replica in PUMA resist can be inspected with a

SEM with a spatial resolution of 50 S, then a contrast -y^3.5 of PMMA would allow

the detection of details in a specimen which produce a differental optical con-

trast I+AI/I^ 1.007. For comparison, in optical inspection the human eye can

identify brightness contrasts of about 1.03. Details in the specimen of about

50 A would require at least 1.4 u difference in linear absorption coefficient

in order to be detected in contact microscopy. For various elemental compositions

this does not seem to be unlikely (see Fig. l and Fig. 6b). However, it is possible

Lhat the contrast y of PMMA is actually higher than 3.5, since in Fig. 10 only a



smül l number of daCa points has been used to construct the graphs. A pecu l i a r iLy

of PMMA resisL is evident also from F ig . 10. At exposuresabove 5-10 J/cm the

resist Starts tu becume less soluble than at lower exposnres. At 10 J/cm it

behaves l ike a negative resis t , whereas P^D1A nornally is a pos i t ive r e K i s L , i.e.

exposed parts are more soluble Lhan unexposed par ts .

At this point the work of Kulipanov, Skrinsky and col laborators^ should also be

mentioned uho used chalcogenid gl.-iK.ses äs soft x-ray detectors in a coiiL.-icL mi-

croscopy set up. In first experiments 011 metallic grid struotures details of

about l pm have been obtained.

Soft x-ray li thography

Lithography wi th visible light is the dominant technique (proximity-projection

print ing) to transfer all detailed s tructure of masks ouLo semir.onducting sub-

Strate n iaLer i a l s. ' n - This is cm_e Important stcp in electronic device f a b r i c a t i n n

such äs integrated c i rcui ts . At present, connnerci a] roicrocircuits have smallest

sLruc-.tures of about 2.5 ( im. However, there are several rcasons for increasing

the degree of miniaturization; for example, speed of Operation, power consumption,

circuiL rcliabili ty and cost per e lect r ic funct iun. W i t h Computer controlled

scamiing eiectron beam Systems 3 ' ' t-oraplex pattern can be gener.itc>d with dimcnsions

of about 500 A, liiaiLed due to the itiherent problem of electron scattering in

e-beam resists.^ < 5 Such small dimensions are t ST bcyond present and near fu tu re

technical needs, but one expects a need for a micron and perhaps submicron struc-

tures around 1985.• •' Hass prodnction costs with scamiing e-bcam Systems are one

to two orders nf magnitude higher than with photol i thograpby Lechniqucs. But

un fo r tuna t e ly dif t ' ract ion elrei-.ts do not allow a fabr ica t i i tn of submicron struc-

tures with proximity photolithography wi th visible light. Various e f t o r t s habe

been made to produce suhraicron line v;idth p,utLt?rn, e .g . , by using ul t ravioLet

light' t or by using specia l conformable masks w i t h in t imate contact to the w a f e r , 3 3
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However, the mosL prumising resulL:; have been obLaitied w i L h x-ray l i lhography. ] ~ '-'•>-

Thü p r i n c i p l e of x-ray l i Lhography (scc Fig. l!) is the saae äs tli.-Jt of contact

microscopy or raicroraüiugraptiy. An t i b j e c L is kept dose, but not in c n n L a c L , to

a t hin resist f i l m on a inetj i l l ized s i l i t - .on Substrate. The obiect is the mask con-

taining complex s t ructures necessary to pruduce electronii: circuits. The f i rs t

mask, and that is important to note, is fabr ica ted by the scamiing electron beam

System. The device pattern is made in h igh ly ubsorb ing mate r ia l ( e . g . Au, Re)

supported by a highly transmitting Substrate material (e.g- Be, Si\N. , mylar,

A190.,}. Tnc- raask-wafer combination is exposed to x-rays and subsequently developed

in the same manner äs d e s u r i b e d ahove. The rc-Tüaining resist serves äs a protect ive

coating for subsequent processing steps wti ich int: lüde dry ion or wet chcmical

etching, el cctroplat ing, doping etc. For the product iuu üf large .scaie i i iLegrated

c i rcui ts several exposurc.s wi th d i f f e r e n t masks on the Same wafe r are necessary.

This implies an extreme al igi imenL arcurnc.y, j f submicron or even micron lines

are to be rnatched. Certainly this is one üf the m u s L severe prohlems in the fa-

br icacion prnc.ess. But s i m p l e devices have alreacty been produced by x-ray litho-

graphy. l ~J • °^ > ^7 Some of the circuits i>f inagneLic-. bubble devices" ' can be fabri-

t;aLed wi Lh ;i single m a s k . Figure 7, for example, shows basis s t ruc tu res in PMMA

resist for such a device. Ay ment ioned above, the exposure has been made with

Synchrotron radiation of the DESY Synchro t ron . Figure 12 displays a SEM nm-.ro-

graph of the metal s tructure of a bubble inemory device. The metal pat tern KIIOWTI

are l ~jm wide and about !S . i m high, It is one of the advanLages of x-ray lithu-

graphy that even higher aspects rat ios fhe igh t : width of y t ruc tu res ) can easily

be obLaitied, if sol L x-ray radiat . ion is used . "* > r > - j r '̂

Based cn our discussion. in the prnvions paragraphs, we can summarize the (idvan-

tages of soft x-ray l i thography wi th synchruiron radiation for an eventual fa-

b r i ca t ion of r . ircuits with s t ruc tures l um to 0 .1 um. äs Fo lLows : An opLimun wave-



length ränge (X„* 10 A) can be chosen such that ehe contrast of a mask (e.g.

Re on mylar) is sufficiently high (K ̂  10:1) even for a relatively thin absor-

ber film of 0.3 pm Re (compare Fig. 1). A contrast of 3:1 is often considered

to be suf f icient. >11* >3' The diffraction limited resolution depends on mask-

wafer distance. Figures 7 and 8 suggest that at least 100 ym are allowed for

micron or even submicron line width. Proximity effects due to electron scattering

ränge are negligible small äs well äs geomettical distortion and penumbra (Fig. 8).

Storage rings wich energies above 700 McV and high circulating currents appear

to allow exposure times of less than a minute, even, if additional filters are

used (seperating e.g. exposure vessel, backfilled with lle exchangc gas, from a

high vacuum beam line to the sturage ring) . A further advantage is the apparent

insenaitivity of x-ray lithography to dust and contaminacion,° since most of the

dust particles consiaC of organic material having a ueak absorption.

Of course, soft x-ray lithography with aynchrocron radiation alsu has disadvantages,

Suitable storage rings are not readily available and construction and maintenance

costs are very high. EUt strong efforts are being roade to build new facilities.1*0

For several applications the collimaCion of Synchrotron radiation whit:h is a func-

tion üf wavelength raight cause problems, äs well äs the ultrahigh vacuum in a

stnrage ring. The radiation damage to the substrate of an x-ray rnaak and wafer

2
heating at power density levels 0.1 to l Watt/cm are not well known. Thtsre are

further points, but none of them seem to be fundamental in nature.

Conclusions

On the whole x-ray lithography appears to be a very protnising exposer technique

in micron and submicron device fabrication. But it is important to keep in mind

that with high resolution mask replication also high resolution processing Steps,

including mask-wafer alignment and appropriate circuit design, are required. At

the present time those Steps seem to set the limitation for the attainable siae
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of structures. With contact microscopy of biological specimens a resolution of

about 100 A has been obtained. Future effarts in microscopy are directed towards

an investigation of biolugical specimens in vitro with monochromatized Synchro-

tron radiation in order to enhance the contrast for apecific kinds of atoms in

certain regions of the sample.
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Figure Captions

Fig. l Linear absorption coefficient of sorae of the most absorbing and most

transparent materials for soft x - rays . 1 & « ' 7 PMMA (polymethylmetha-

crylate) is a positive x-ray resist. The absorption coefficient of the

coropounds is obtained from the elemental roass absorption coeff ic ients , i 6

Fig. 2 Layout of a scanning x-ray microscope uaing Synchrotron radiation

(from Horowitz and Howell5)

Fig. 3 Principle of contact microscupy: I The inc.ident x-ray flux. is modif ied

by the absorption profile of the specimen and absorbed in the x-ray

resist. II After removal of the specimen a resist replica of the spe-

cimen' s optical density is obtained in a wet development procedure. This

can be viewed with a scanning electron microscope af ter metallization.

Fig. 4 Replication of diatoms with soft x-ray Synchrotron radiation, effec-

tive wavelength ränge 25 A to 44 A, exposure time 10 min. in a distance

of 40 m from the source point and no focussing of the radiation,

effective exposure about 1200 J/cm . (from Spiller et al. i -)

Fig. 5 Heart of chick embryo cells replicated with Synchrotron radiation and

uith Carbon R radiation, Nucleus (N) , nucleolus ( N O ) , microspikes (MS)
a

and microtubules (HT) are identified. C denotes cell fragments due to

incomplete removal of the specimens. The promineiice of the nucleus in

the lower replica is tentatively ascribed to build up of phosphorus

(from McGowan et al. )
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Fig. 6 Synchrotron radiation (AT>25 to 44 A) replica obtained from thin

(̂  700 A) plastic embedded section of frog retinal pigrnent epithelium.

Figure 6a shows blurred structures of elliptical protuberances which

are representative of melanin granules, obtained with a commercial SEM.

Figure 6b shows detailed structures of a melanin granule äs small äs

100 A or less, obtained with a high resolution SEH. (from Feder et al.17)

Fig. 7 Synchrotron radiation replication of l um linewidth structures in

0.7 ym (a) and (c) and 0.5 um (b) thick gold masks on 6 um mylar. For

0.5 mm (b) and l mm (c) mask-wafer spacings diffraction fringes are

obtained. Effective wavelength ränge ̂ 3 A to 15 A. (from Spiller et al. 5

The effective ränge of fast photo- and Auger electrons which are gene-

rated in PMMA resist by absorbed x-ray photons, is plotted versus the

wavelength of the x-rays. The resolution limitation due to Fresnel

diffraction is also plotted versus wavelength for different distances t

between object (mask) and resist material. Electron ränge and diffraction

effects determine the Optimum resolution of about 50 A for contact

microscopy somewhere between A t 20 and 40 A, since wavelength inde-

pendent effects are smaller.

Fig. 9 Power absorbed in PMMA resist äs a function of wavelength for Synchro-

tron radiation from DESY in a distance of 40 m from the source point.

Curve (a) gtves the power density per A at the top of the resist, (b)

in a depth of 0.5 um and (d) in a depth of l u PMMA. Curvcs (c) and

(e)-(g) correspond to (a) plus various filters in the beam: (c)

1.5 um of parylene N; (e) 12 \nn of berylliutnj (f) 6 \. rnylar and (g)

6 u of mylar + 0.8 u of gold. (from Spiller et al.15)



Fig. 10 Dissolutioii rare versus cxposure for resist PHMA. Developer is uiethyli-

sobutylketone (MlBK) diluted with isopropanole (IPA). At a heavy exposure

of 5000 J/cm the contrast factor y (the slope of the graphs) is at

least 3.5, since poiuts with an arrow repres«nL a lower limit Co ehe

dissolution rate, (from Spiller et al.15).

Fig. 1 1 Illustration of the x-ray lithography technique and subsequent fabri-

cation steps.

Fig. 12 Bubble memory devices can be fabricated with s single mask which is

produced in a scanning electron beam System. The metal pattern shown

are l micrometer wide and about three Cimea äs high. It. is one of the

advantages o£ x-ray lithography that high aspect ratios are attainable.

(£rom Spiller et al.38).
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